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FVCA
presents the long awaited

BARN DANCE!
The

ANIMATED BY RUMPUS
on

FRIDAY 16 SEPTEMBER
AT 7.00PM AT FROGMORE VILLAGE HALL
Pasty and Pint included to fuel the dancing!!
Tickets are for Frogmorians and friends and there is room
for 60 people, as there must be space for dancing!!
So book early
Cost £10 (entrance, pasty and one drink)
Please complete the slip below to reserve a place
£10 taken at the door on the night

BARN DANCE – remember to book early!
Please complete this slip and deliver to Juliette Bird, Pool House (the house next to the Creek slipway)
or email your reservation request to Juliette Bird at frogmorevca.com.

Please reserve me ………… place(s) for the Barn Dance on 16 September
Name(s): …………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Contact phone number or email: ………………………………………………………………………..
Whilst every care is taken to ensure that the contents of the Croak are correct, the FVCA does not
guarantee the accuracy, and cannot accept liability for the consequences of any error in the material.
The Croaks are also published on line on our website as well as delivered to your home.

FROGMORE CREEKSIDE VILLAGE FAIR
SATURDAY 16 JULY 2022
This event was the first Village Fair. The green at the bottom of Stabbs Lane
was cleared of debris/undergrowth/brambles and old unused canoes. This
gave us a much bigger area to use. In the future, it will be better landscaped
to give the villagers more access to the area.
On the green, the BBQ provided hamburgers and sausages, the bar and tea
tents serving strawberries and cream and homemade cakes. The tables and
chairs provided somewhere to sit and relax in the sun.

On the shore was a very popular welly throwing competition
which was followed by the traditional tug of war. There was a
produce/crafts tent plus numerous children’s games.
A very big thank you to the FVCA Committee for organizing this
event, to Anthony & Pat and Nick & Rosie for letting us use their
gardens and huge thanks also to all the volunteers to help make this
event a success.

